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Abstract: Business Process Management ambidexterity is a nascent concept providing a philosophy
and framework for organizations to radically innovate their business processes, while maintaining
their capabilities in process efficiency and operational excellence. Considering the novelty of this
topic, there is not yet an agreed conceptualization of the term, nor a consolidated view on related
implementation guidelines. We aim to address this research gap through a Systematic Literature
Review, where we provide a dual conceptualization that focuses on (1) the equilibrium balance
between explorative and exploitative processes, as well as (2) the organizational capability to support
exploration and exploitation. Based on this conceptualization, we provide consolidated guidelines for
practitioners, including decision steps, followed by a research agenda in order to let this promising
domain further advance.

Keywords: Business Process Management; organizational ambidexterity; exploratory processes

1. Introduction

Digital innovation is increasingly driven by the SMACIT (i.e., social, mobile, analytics,
cloud and Internet of things) technologies for reengineering, disrupting, transforming and
sometimes obliterating business models and business processes [1,2]. In response, the
discipline of Business Process Management (BPM) has aimed to address these transfor-
mative developments through a broad reflection on how to integrate radical, disruptive
innovation into its practices, while maintaining its capabilities in efficiency and operational
excellence [3]. The resulting so-called ambidextrous tension is the topic of this research
paper, which intends to better translate the notion of organizational ambidexterity (OA) to
the BPM discipline. BMP ambidexterity also plays a critical role in sustainability research,
being on the one hand an enabler for environmentally sustainable IT, so-called green IT [4],
and on the other hand supporting financial sustainability of organizations (e.g., opera-
tional excellence in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and quality) through times of market
turbulence and digital disruption [5,6].

Researchers argued that BPM has mainly promoted incremental process improvement
rather than the radical, disruptive process innovation [7]. However, as we will showcase in
our study, this has recently changed due to the greater attention given in the BPM research
domain to disruption, exploration and paradigm-shifting innovation [8]. Nevertheless,
major gaps still exist in the literature, particularly in the field of conceptualization of the
domain at the crossroads of BPM and OA [9,10], as well the implementation guidelines,
which are of critical importance for practitioners in the current market climate.

For this purpose, our main research question is: What is the state of research on
ambidexterity in the BPM discipline? We selected the research method of a Systematic
Literature Review (SLR) as a rigorous and comprehensive manner to collect and assess
relevant data [11]. The main contribution of this research is providing a common con-
ceptualization of BPM ambidexterity, and an in-depth analysis of the extant guidance in
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academic literature on its implementation for practitioners. As such, this article is beneficial
for both scholars and managers.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the theoretical
frameworks used to evaluate the current body of knowledge. Next, Section 3 describes
the methodology that was followed for conducing our SLR. Section 4 provides a detailed
overview of the findings. The paper is concluded with Section 5, covering a discussion on
the main results and a research agenda.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Organizational Ambidexterity

Organizational ambidexterity (OA) is defined as “the ability of an organization to
both explore and exploit—to compete in mature technologies and markets where efficiency,
control, and incremental improvement are prized and to also compete in new technologies
and markets where flexibility, autonomy, and experimentation are needed” [3] (p. 2).
OA helps decide whether the “present should be hedged against the future” [4] (p. 116),
encapsulating the tension between stability and adaptability [12].

The tension between these two forces (i.e., exploitation and exploration) has received
significant attention in academia in the last 20 years [13], and major effort has been put into
proposing strategies for delivering ambidexterity in an organization: either by separating
the two types of activities from each other (i.e., through structural separation in an organi-
zation, or through temporal separation by performing the activities at distinct times), or
through contextual integration of these activities in the same team or structural entity [14].
For the purpose of this paper, we will be referring to the typology of ambidexterity types
provided by [15]: (1) structural ambidexterity (i.e., when referring to structural of temporal
isolation), and (2) contextual ambidexterity (i.e., when both exploration and exploration
are carried out by the same team or employee).

Additionally, ample proof has been provided on both the impact of organizational
ambidexterity for firms’ performance [16,17], and the necessity of implementing OA for
organizations’ survival in the context of the digitalization. More recently, the tension
in ambidexterity has been conceptualized as a self-reinforcing paradox, expected to fuel
virtual cycles of innovation [18,19].

There are several antecedents of OA. One of the main dimensions is organizational
learning (i.e., knowledge acquisition by actors who can influence an organization) [20],
and more specifically absorptive capacity (i.e., the capability of an organization to identify,
assimilate and commercialize external knowledge) [21]. This is closely related to the concep-
tualization of OA as a dynamic capability [22] (i.e., the ability of an organization to succeed
in a turbulent context due to their ability to reallocate their resources [23]). As such, the
latter positions OA as a resource in the resource-based view (RBV) of an organization [24].
In this context, ref. [25] “unpack” the construct of OA as (1) the balancing dimension of
exploitation–exploration, and (2) the combined magnitude of the ambidexterity, which
corresponds to the capability view.

Despite this broad interest in the ambidexterity topic, there are still major research
gaps in terms of the agency and mechanisms of OA, research at the business process
level, longitudinal studies on the evolution of OA, and the managerial guidelines on
implementation of OA in order to deliver true value to the organization [26]. This paper
aims to explore the topic of BPM ambidexterity, considering that business processes are
one of the key enablers of OA [15], and are considered as a major research gap in that field.

2.2. From Business Process Management (BPM) to BPM Ambidexterity

BPM is a widely deployed and mature discipline, which can be defined as “the art
and science of overseeing how work is performed in an organization to ensure consistent
outcomes and to take advantage of improvement opportunities” [6] (p. 1). A key concept
in BPM is the process lifecycle for systematizing the implementation and management
of a given process in an organization. From this perspective, ref. [27] provided a holistic
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capability model by complementing the process lifecycle capabilities (i.e., (1) modelling, (2)
deploying, (3) optimizing and (4) managing) with the organizational capabilities enabling
BPM, referred to as Business Process Orientation (BPO) (i.e., (5) structure and (6) culture).
This framework will be used in the next sections to structure the critical capability areas of
ambidextrous BPM. We have selected this framework for our SLR because it supplements
the BPM lifecycle with underlying management theories, and it was validated by 69
process-oriented maturity models. It was also one of the most comprehensive models we
observed in the BPM literature, and thus serving as a proper starting point for our BPM
ambidexterity work.

Similar to OA, BPM can be conceptualized as a dynamic capability, reflecting the
organizations’ ability to model, deploy, optimize and manage processes in order to address
the organizations’ changing external environment [28]. BPM programs need to be context-
aware in order to deliver business value for an organization [29], which becomes even more
critical in the context of rapid digitalization. The relationship of BPM with digital inno-
vation is, however, of intense debate in the academia [30,31]. Several researchers claimed
that, despite BPM’s roots in the radical Business Process Reengineering of the 1990s [32],
the discipline has focused in the recent decades on process control and optimization rather
than disruption. Already in the beginning of this century, researchers reported on the fact
that large companies were less able to react to digital disruption and adapt their BPM
practices to disruptive technologies due to inertia, lack of incentives or value associated
with the new technological opportunities [33]. On the other hand, BPM is arguably able to
leverage the latest digital technologies in a more explorative pattern, as for example is the
case with robotic process automation [34].

For this reason, researchers have started advocating the need to expand the scope
of BPM from process control and exploitation, to also include exploration and radical
innovation [35]. This new concept of BPM ambidexterity is the topic of this Systematic
Literature Review, in order to acquire a better understanding and to guide future research.

3. Methodology

Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is a relatively novel type of literature review based
on rigorous methods to collect and appraise data qualitatively and quantitatively [36].
Reference [11] argued that, while SLRs have limitations, they are beneficial when con-
ducted for specific research questions and a clearly delimited topic. This applies to our
research, which focuses on the novel term of BPM ambidexterity with defined review
questions (Table 1).

Based on the protocol in Table 1, the review of the literature sample consisted of three
steps: (1) a search query of the selected terms in the chosen databases, (2) content screening
of titles and abstracts, concluded with (3) a complete analysis of the selected sample of
papers. The final literature sample consisted of 71 papers. Each of the papers received
a unique identifier Pxx, and is available in the Appendix A. The three steps of the SLR
process are visualized in Figure 1.
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Table 1. SLR protocol.

SLR Protocol Elements Translated to Our Study

1/Research question

What is the state of research on ambidexterity in the BPM discipline?

• SLR-Q1—What is the general background information about the research subject (i.e.,
publication types, research methods, country, publication year)?

• SLR-Q2—How has BPM ambidexterity being conceptualized in prior studies?
• SLR-Q3—In the context of which BPM capability areas [27] has ambidexterity been

investigated?
• SLR-Q4—What practical guidelines exist for the implementation of BPM ambidexterity, based

on the literature?

2/Sources searched

The following eight academic, peer-reviewed databases were selected, as they were most relevant in
the context of information system research and commonly used in SLRs [37]:

• ScienceDirect
• Emerald Insight
• Springer Link
• IEEE Explore
• Scopus
• Web of Science
• AIS Electronic Library (AISeL)

3/Search terms

The main search terms were covering process ambidexterity, as well as radical innovation, disruption
and exploration in the context of BPM. Following several iterations, the following search keywords
were combined, as they provided a broad and substantial sample of articles for the study:

• “process *” AND “ambidext *”
• “process management” AND “radical innovation”
• “process management” AND “disruption”
• “process management” AND “exploration”

4/Search strategy

• Only peer-reviewed journals, conference papers and book articles (with the exception of 2020,
where an additional PhD thesis was added resulting from a Google Scholar alert, providing the
most recent insights into the research questions);

• No publication date limit nor sector limit;
• Filters (when available): subject area restricted to “business, management & accounting”;

“computer science”; “engineering”; “economics, econometrics & finance”;
• The search terms were contained in the articles’ title, abstract or keywords.

5/Inclusion criteria

• Include only papers containing a combination of the search terms, defined in the search queries;
• Include only papers indexed in the sources searched from all periods until the end of November

2020, providing the researchers a cut-off date to start the data analysis;
• Include only papers written in English.

6/Exclusion criteria

• Exclude articles using the keyword “process *” with a different meaning than BPM;
• Exclude articles using “ambidexterity” in a different meaning than the simultaneous pursuit of

explorative and exploitative goals within organizations;
• Exclude articles without full access.

7/Quality criteria

• Only peer-reviewed articles in the academic databases chosen;
• Following a validated and comprehensive BPM framework of [27] which was used to increase

research validity in the data analysis phase;
• Include only papers which conceptually address BPM ambidexterity, BPM radical innovation,

disruption or exploratory BPM.

Note: *—was used as a wildcard symbol in the search queries.

This SLR was based on an earlier conference paper by the authors [10], which had a
more limited scope in terms of research questions and sampling. This approach allowed us
to iteratively expand the scope of the study with relevant new keywords and to refocus
the research on other promising research questions (i.e., SLR-Q1 and SLR-Q2), which are
relevant to both academia and practitioners. For instance, we extended the scope of the
search keywords to also cover radical and disruptive innovations in BPM and to include
papers covering explorative processes, without an explicit reference to ambidexterity.
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The four research questions applied to our SLR are listed in Table 1. SLR-Q1 served
as an introduction to provide us with the general background context of the research
state. Next, SLR-Q2 uncovered the basis for our understanding of this nascent concept
of BPM ambidexterity, with a focus on identifying the various related research streams.
The third question (SLR-Q3) aimed at understanding and translating ambidexterity in the
context of BPM, based on a validated and comprehensive conceptual framework within
the BPM domain [27]. This framework was chosen as it offers a consolidated view of
the business process lifecycle in combination with organizational management theories.
Finally, SLR-Q4 allowed us to grasp the practical aspects of disruption in BPM, and the
balancing activities that are intrinsic to ambidexterity. To better scope the domain, we
identified three sub-questions of this research question:

(1) How to adapt existing BPM practices to make them more explorative.
(2) How to balance explorative and exploitative BPM.
(3) What organizational changes (i.e., structure, culture) need to take place, in order to

facilitate BPM ambidexterity?

The mapping of the papers to the answers of the questions is available as supplemen-
tary material, for download at this location: https://www.icloud.com/iclouddrive/02Wi8
hVNTdhJPl_DxOegXKK1A#Literature_sample.

4. Results
4.1. Findings for SLR-Q1 (General Background)

We first summarize the chronological evolution of the sampled papers, followed by
their publication type and research methods applied. Afterwards, this overview presents
the geographical distribution of the research centers active in BPM ambidexterity research
so far.

4.1.1. Evolution of Papers per Year, and Their Type

As shown in Figure 2, the interest in this topic was growing over time. The peak was
in 2018 due a related special issue of the Business Process Management Journal. Although
the sampling of papers was finished in November 2020, the total for that final year was
still lower as compared to 2018 and 2019. It has to be seen if this reflects a broader trend,
or a temporary decrease. Nonetheless, the total of 2020 was still higher than all years
before 2018, and therefore we expect a further increase of attention when entering a digital
economy with emerging technologies taking the lead.

Furthermore, if we look at the publication type, most sampled papers were journal
articles (51 papers), followed by 15 conference papers, four book articles, and one PhD
thesis. We also observed a large increase in journal articles over the last 3 years, which
further demonstrates the growing interest in this topic.

4.1.2. Research Methods

As shown in Figure 3 the most used research methods in the sample were case studies
and conceptual papers (i.e., with 24 and 22 papers, respectively). This finding reflects our
topic’s novelty for which theorizing and exploration play a critical role. Two literature
reviews were sampled, focusing on different modalities of process improvement [P03]
and agile BPM [P64], and thus not on the broader scope of our SLR. Design Science
Research was present in eight papers, covering a measurement scale to guide managers’
daily process management activities [P20], to offer a maturity model for organizational
ambidexterity [P47, P69], to explain an ambidextrous analysis of business processes [P31],
the “triple-diamond model” [P62, P67, P68], and the “Business Process Design Space [P70].

https://www.icloud.com/iclouddrive/02Wi8hVNTdhJPl_DxOegXKK1A#Literature_sample
https://www.icloud.com/iclouddrive/02Wi8hVNTdhJPl_DxOegXKK1A#Literature_sample
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4.1.3. Research Centers—Geographic Distribution

Based on the country of origin of the first author, Figure 4 shows that most of the
research stems from the US, a few Western European countries (i.e., mostly Germany and
Italy), and to a lesser extent from China and Australia. A few research centers seem to be
predominant (particularly the University of Liechtenstein with four papers, University of
Bayreuth with three papers and Fudan University with three papers), reflecting their strong
interest in BPM and digital innovation, whereas at the same time the topic is not yet noticed
in other countries across the globe (i.e., in particular in Europe, South America and Asia).
Hence, this observation issues a strong call to researchers to investigate ambidextrous BPM
in other research centers and cultural settings as well, in order to fully grab the effect of
different business contexts and cultures.
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4.2. Findings for SLR-Q2 (Conceptualization)

Since BPM ambidexterity is a relatively new concept in Information System research,
we did not observe a widely accepted definition of this term in our sample. Neverthe-
less, we uncovered two main research streams, which conceptualize ambidexterity in a
distinctive manner:

• The first research streams views ambidexterity as the balance between explorative
and exploitative processes. This stream focuses on ambidexterity defined as the
balancing act of opposing activities of exploration and exploitation [P40]. In the
context of BPM ambidexterity, it primarily means researching explorative BPM, and
identifying strategies to resolve the tension between exploration and exploitation,
through structural or contextual strategies. In this context, BPM ambidexterity is
defined as a managed balance equilibrium between exploratory and exploitative
processes [P08].

• On the other hand, we identified papers that look at ambidexterity as an organizational
capability, supported by BPM. This second research stream is based on conceptual-
izing both ambidexterity and BPM, as an organizational capability (see Section 2.2).
In this context, BPM ambidexterity is defined as a dynamic capability, manifested
through routines and practices, leading to and supported by process exploitation and
exploration [P20]. The papers in this stream focus on providing strategies to grow this
capability through various organizational enablers, as well as the broader concept of
business-IT alignment.

Table 2 summarizes the mapping of ambidexterity in the sample to the two research streams.

Table 2. Overview of papers associated with the capability and balance streams. N = 71.

Ambidexterity as a balance
Structural ambidexterity P01, P06, P11, P14, P17, P19, P20, P21, P30, P37, P38, P41, P42, P71

Contextual ambidexterity P03, P05, P07, P18, P24, P25, P27, P28, P31, P33, P35, P37, P38, P42,
P58, P62, P65, P66, P67, P68, P70, P71

Ambidexterity as a capability
Capability growth P02, P09, P13, P15, P32, P34, P39, P44, P45, P46, P47, P48, P49, P50,

P51, P52, P53, P54, P55, P56, P57, P61, P69

Business-IT alignment P04, P12, P16, P22, P23, P36, P40, P61
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The distribution of sampled papers between the two streams is displayed in Figure 5,
visualizing that both research streams were almost equally represented, with the research
stream focusing on the balancing act being slightly more present in current literature.
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We further defined the two research streams through various antecedents and related
concepts, as visualized in Table 3. The balancing act of ambidexterity seems closely related
to developing strategies to resolve this contradictory tension (e.g., contextual or structural
approaches), as well the more holistic theme of paradox thinking in management [P45].
From the BPM lifecycle standpoint, the most relevant capabilities to resolve the tension
were the process design and optimization phases [P11, P14, P44].

Table 3. Theories associated with the research streams.

Ambidexterity as a balance between explorative and
exploitative process

• Contextual and structural ambidexterity [P01, P20]
• Paradox thinking [P45]
• Process design and process optimization [P11, P14, P44]
• Exploratory BPM [P45, P62, P67, P68]

Ambidexterity as a capability, supported by BPM

• Enterprise architecture [P58]
• Resources based view [P02]
• Dynamic capabilities [P02, P10, P49]
• Processes, structures, cultures [P50]
• Organizational learning [P19, P42]
• Social capital [P55]
• Business Process IT Ambidexterity [P16, P22, P40]

Figure 6 presents the evolution of the two research streams over time. It shows that
the capability stream received particular interest in academia during the years 2019–2020,
whereas the balance stream has been benefiting from a continuous increase in academic
interest over the years. This may be attributed to the growing interest in papers focusing
on exploratory BPM.
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On the other hand, the capability view of ambidexterity, rooted in enterprise archi-
tecture, positions both BPM and organizational ambidexterity as capabilities which need
to be developed in order for organizations to succeed. This can be framed in the context
of the resource-based view [P02] and dynamic capability view [P10] of an organization.
In this context, researchers focused on growing organizations’ capabilities, rather than
resolving tensions. This increase in capabilities of an organization can be achieved through
organizational learning [P42], the growth of social capital [P55], or the maturity of organi-
zations’ processes, structures and cultures [P50]. In the context of BPM, the focus was on
the broader Business Process Orientation defined through the organization’s culture and
structures [27].

Subsequently, we provide more details about both research streams.

4.2.1. Ambidexterity as a Balance between Explorative and Exploitative Processes

When analyzing the balancing act of exploration and exploitation, most researchers
identified two strategies aiming at resolving the tension.

1. Structural ambidexterity for providing temporal (sequential) or spatial (structural)
separation between exploitation and exploration;

2. Contextual ambidexterity for managing exploration and exploitation in one entity
and timeframe.

As shown in Figure 7, the most common strategy for resolving organizational ambidex-
terity from the perspective of BPM was contextual. This reflects the fairly straightforward
nature of structural solutions (i.e., exploratory processes were separated in distinct struc-
tural entities from the exploitative ones), as well as the growing body of evidence about
the limitations of such setups due to cultural tensions, the lack of communications and
resource sharing between the separated entities [P13, P18].
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Contextual ambidexterity, on the other hand, provided an interesting challenge for
BPM, as it put the responsibilities on individual managers and employees to balance explo-
ration and exploitation in their daily work routines. This ambidexterity type was translated
into BPM as the provision of the necessary tools and practices for the employees for the
modelling, optimization and management phases of the process lifecycle [P31, P45, P53].

Both ambidexterity types contributed to a growing understanding of the complimen-
tary and self-reinforcing nature of the ambidextrous tension, which was encapsulated in the
concept of paradox thinking [P45, P53]. Figure 8 visualizes the distribution of the strategies
in the literature sample over time, showing a growing dominance of contextual ambidexter-
ity in the recent years. This reflects the increasing interest in contextual strategies, focused
on paradoxical reinforcement of the tensions [P13, P20].
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4.2.2. Ambidexterity as a Capability, Supported by BPM

Regarding the second research stream (i.e., organizational ambidexterity as a capability
supported by BPM), we inquired how BPM could actually support ambidexterity. In the
SLR sample, we found two perspectives to answer this question: (1) capability growth, and
(2) business-IT alignment (see Table 2).

Firstly, capability growth refers to the increase of the overall organizational capa-
bilities. For instance, three studies [P09, P15, P51] argued and provided evidence that
TQM principles and practices deliver contextual OA (but interestingly not the structural
type). [P13] argued that process optimization could actually lead to exploratory activities
through the increase of the organization’s resource and knowledge capacity, as well as its
managerial vision. Similarly, [P50] conceptualized processes, structures and cultures as “the
three-legged stool” (p. 1)—a balanced, self-reinforcing mix which facilitated OA. There were
several other more specific enablers of OA identified by the researchers, such as: business
process customization due to enterprise mobile systems [P34], big data analytics-capable
business process management systems [P46] or underlying variables in BPM (knowledge
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transfer, knowledge conversion, ambiguity and feedback to change) [P52]. Alternatively,
BPM could increase OA through cultural change [P15], the support of change management
[P52] or strategy implementation [P54]. BPM capabilities could also act as a moderator
of OA [P36, P48]. Finally, [P47] and [P70] identified business processes as part of the
“routines” component of their model OA maturity. This relationship could also be inverse:
the growth of the ambidextrous organizational capability may drive the maturity of BPM
processes [P02].

Secondly, the focus was also on business-IT alignment which was enabled by BPM,
and in turn leads to greater organizational ambidexterity. This can be conceptualized as:
the synergy between business processes and IT [P04], the IT usage [P12], Business Process
IT capabilities [P16, 23, 41] or the enabling role of IT [P23, P66].

In conclusion, we can state that there is already ample evidence in the literature that
BPM ambidexterity can be conceptualized in a dual way: as a state of balance equilibrium
between exploitative and explorative processes, and as a dynamic capability delivering
process exploration and exploitation. As such, this overview helps orient scholars to the
different dimensions that are present so far.

4.3. Findings for SLR-Q3 (BPM Ambidexterity Aspects)

In the next research question, we tried to deconstruct BPM ambidexterity by looking
at it through the different BPM capability areas, mentioned in Section 2.

As presented in Figure 9, the BPM capabilities which were mostly associated with OA
are process management, process optimization and process modelling. This reflects the
fact that radical process innovation can be primarily expected in the process modelling
and process optimization phases of the process lifecycle [P20, P44], and then in the broader
context of process management [P06, P29, P46]. Interestingly, we observed that the BP
modelling phase seems most strongly associated with the balance stream, which reflects the
explicit need for modelling exploratory processes in the balance approach [P31, P45, P60].
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The BPO structure and culture capabilities were represented less than the stream of
structural ambidexterity in our SLR sample. This can be explained by the fact that even
when structural strategies for ambidextrous tensions were employed, the BPO capabilities
were not explicitly present, and the papers were often associated with the Business Process
Management stream [P19, P20].

Subsequently, we provide an overview of the main findings in BPM ambidexterity
grouped by the BPM capabilities. Table 4 presents an overview of the main themes
associated with each BPM capability.
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Table 4. Ambidexterity themes and BPM capabilities, based on [10].

BPM Capability Exploitation Exploration Paper IDs

Process modelling Focus on execution, pain points.
Inside-out design

Focus on change, opportunity
points, outside-in approach

P02, P08, P17, P18, P24, P26, P27,
P28, P31, P60, P63, P66, P67, P68

Process deployment N/A N/A P40, P76

Process optimization
Process control, incremental process

improvement, decreasing the
variation

Radical process improvement,
increasing the variation

P03, P13, P16, P17, P19, P20, P21,
P16, P27, P30, P32, P34, P37, P45,

P50, P55, P70, P71

Process management

Process alignment, efficiency,
compliance, rigor, standardization,
formalization, proceduralization,

operational excellence.

Process adaptability, flexibility,
experimentation, agility, deviance

and customer-centricity

P06, P07, P10, P11, P12, P16, P17,
P20, P22, P23, P25, P26, P27, P28,
P29, P33, P35, P36, P37, P38, P40,
P41, P43, P44, P45, P46, P47, P48,
P49, P50, P51, P53, P54, P56, P59,

P61, P62, P64, P65, P66, P69

Process-oriented culture

Control, accuracy, discipline,
security, improvement, refinement,

deeper and more technical
awareness of implemented systems

and business process specifics

Creativity, flexibility,
experimentation, risk taking, broad
understanding of the business and

market, also an overview of modern
technological innovations

P09, P15, P39, P57

Process-oriented structure

“Supply side” structure (regular
maintenance and upgrades and

relatively simple new acquisition);
functional structure

“Demand side” structure (complex,
strategic, innovation oriented and

large scale change related),
cross-functional structure

P01, P04, P05, P14, P57

4.3.1. Process Modelling (=14 Papers)

Process modelling is the phase where the actual design of disruptive and radically
innovative processes takes place [P31]. [P14] argued that process modelling should be
driven by opportunity points (i.e., not pain points as is the case of traditional exploitative
processes) and be based on an opportunity-driven, “outside-in” approach. [P66] argued
that too much focus on the “as-is” process modeling hinders disruptive innovation.

According to several researchers [P08, P24, P25, P31, P42, P54], an integration of
design thinking techniques into process modelling phase will enable explorative BPM.
Additionally, process mining played a critical role in process discovery, also in the context
of digital innovation. Nevertheless, [P66] argued that the emphasis should be rather on
identifying patterns and opportunities for ‘positive deviance’ (i.e., deviating from norms,
but positive in effect or intention). [P18] asserted that entrepreneurs who enact radical
innovation also design a portfolio of processes using so-called ‘bricolage’ (Levi Strauss,
1966), where the user has to negotiate, improvise and compromise to make the change occur.

Finally, some researchers [P67. P68] proposed a model for process design based on the
principles of divergent and convergent thinking (i.e., “Triple Diamond Model”) to foster
explorative BPM.

4.3.2. Process Deployment (=2 Papers)

As expected from our research gaps, little research was observed in the field of
deploying ambidextrous business processes. Regarding process monitoring and control,
[P40] confirmed that BPM could support both exploitative and exploratory processes.
According to [P76], process execution needed to be more flexible and adaptive, for instance
in adaptive case management systems (i.e., those which could be adapted by users at
run time).

4.3.3. Process Optimization (=18 Papers)

The process optimization phase was arguably the most important one in the process
lifecycle from the point of view of radical innovation [P21], where radical process improve-
ment could take place [P20]. For this reason, several researchers developed frameworks
addressing this phase. In particular, [P19] reflected on the critical component of process
optimization that had to be the variation decreasing and variation increasing activities.
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Next, [P30] proposed a new methodology of process evaluation (called PCM), which aimed
to support exploration, and provide a platform for involving stakeholders in the process
optimization phase. [P03] provided a framework for deciding on the most appropriate,
context aware optimization method (covering Six Sigma, benchmarking, reengineering
and process mapping). [P71] provided an in-depth conceptual model on how processes
needed to be adapted in the process optimization phase to be exploratory, as a set of 7
“design patterns”. Finally, [P70] focused on a ‘Business Process Design Space’, guiding
practitioners on 19 dimensions which needed to be considered.

From the capability research stream, [P27] and [38] studied the opportunities provided
by big data capabilities for process optimization, and [P47, P69] proposed a maturity
model for organizational ambidexterity, seeing BPM as an enabler of one of the capability
areas (‘routines’).

4.3.4. Process Management (=41 Papers)

The process management capability was visible both in the capability, and balance
research streams (Figure 9). In relation to the balance view of BPM ambidexterity, the
researchers focused on defining exploratory business processes, which were expected to
be adaptable [P03, P66], agile [P06, P64], flexible [P10, P12], ad-hoc [P15] and customer
centric. Furthermore, researcher provided prescriptive guidance for ambidextrous process
management, for instance [P34] argued that big pharma enterprises following structural am-
bidexterity should focus on business process standardization to manage big data, whereas
enterprises following contextual ambidexterity should rather focus on output standardiza-
tion in a big data context. This can be explained by the need to mitigate the downsides of
structural ambidexterity (e.g., inter-organizational conflict or misalignment of processes
within an organization). Finally, [P66] and [P17] stressed the need of interweaving business
and private processes in the context of digital innovation (i.e., the inter-organizational
BPM ambidexterity).

On the other hand, process management was also strongly linked with practices
associated with building organizational capabilities supporting ambidexterity. For instance,
[P53] proposed to apply three ambidextrous practices: (1) “novelty via memory” (i.e.,
finding a balance between existing and new knowledge), (2) “agility via focus” (i.e., finding
a balance between focus and flexibility), and (3) the potential for improvisation (i.e., tackling
extraordinary situations with an element of unexpectedness, as well as correcting trivial
deviations). In the context of the dynamic capabilities, [P31] claimed that innovation in
production and IT processes led to greater organizational ambidexterity, while this was not
the case for logistics processes. The researchers explained this by the fact that the logistics
processes were less focused on exploration and radical innovation.

4.3.5. Process-Oriented Culture (=4 Papers)

There were relatively few papers discussing process-oriented culture. The primary
studies on cultural aspects of BPM ambidexterity [P09, P15] highlighted the need for a
culture that supported creativity, flexibility, search, experimentation, and risk taking. This
author also claimed that BPM actually better explained an exploitation culture (i.e., for
security, discipline, control, improvement), which was refuted by other authors insisting
on the self-reinforcing nature of exploitative and explorative activities [P13, P20]. [P57]
in a case study on NASA, claimed that public-service culture might not be supportive
of ambidexterity, due to excessive administrative procedures, and resulting inertia and
conservatism. Nevertheless, there was a substantial research gap on the cultural context of
BPM ambidexterity.

4.3.6. Process-Oriented Structure (=5 Papers)

So far, the structural aspects remained relatively unexplored in literature, and the main
contribution of literature on the structural aspects of BPM ambidexterity was the recommen-
dation on providing dual structures for exploration and exploitation [P02, P04, P14, P57].
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[P05] built on this, recommending cross-functional structures for disruptive (break-through)
innovation processes, and functional structures for incremental innovation processes.

4.4. Findings for SLR-Q4 (Practical Guidelines)

In order to structure the guidelines for the practitioner, we grouped them into three
sub-questions, as mentioned in Section 3.

4.4.1. Adapting Existing BPM Practices towards Explorative Ones

First, we discuss the sub-question about how existing BPM practices can become more
explorative. The recommendations found in literature were grouped into six clusters, as
listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Main recommendations for implementing exploratory processes.

Recommendation Paper IDs

Enrich with “Design Thinking” techniques (e.g., the Ambidextrous Analysis of Business
Process method) P08, P24, P25, P31, P42, P54

Add agile and lean concepts to processes P24, P46, P60, P64
Apply divergent-convergent thinking (e.g., “triple diamond model”) P45, P62, P67, P68,

Adopt the “bricolage concepts” [38], or “improvisation” P18, P53
Follow new prescriptive models (e.g., questionnaires), advocating specific activities P20, P21, P30, P50, P70

Adopt selected practices from existing methodologies (BPR, TQM) P51, P52

In general, the various techniques aimed to: (1) exploit internal capabilities, and (2)
explore external technological and business opportunities, which were at the outset not
known to the process owners. This approach is visualized in Figure 10.
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In practice, the recommendations observed in our sample addressed various dimen-
sions of the approach, visualized in Figure 10. More specifically, they either focused on:

(1) the actual ideation, either structured around the Design Thinking techniques [P24,
P25, P31, P54] or explicitly unstructured in the context of ‘bricolage’ or ‘improvisation’
[P18, P53]. Alternatively, the ideation could also be supported through the “Business
Process Design Space” [P67, P70];

(2) the results of the ideation which should follow rapid iterations and customer-focused
experimentations, based on Agile principles [P24]; and finally
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(3) activities delivering integration (‘convergence’) of the business opportunities into the
organizational context [P62, P67, P68].

Looking more closely at the recommended frameworks, Design Thinking seemed
to provide an opportunity for broadening the scope of BPM [P31]. Design Thinking is
a set of principles including empathy, prototyping and acceptance of failure, facilitating
product and service innovation around customer-centricity [P24], and which may help
organizations “learn how to learn” [P42]. For instance, [P31] designed a new method
for business process modelling called the “Ambidextrous Analysis of Business Process”
(A2BP) for structuring the process modelling phase in line with the Design Thinking
approach, namely by following the: (1) empathy, (2) define, (3) ideate, and (4) prototype
steps. For each of the steps, several exploration techniques were proposed, such as empathy
maps, personas, or user journeys. The A2BP method provided an excellent platform for
implementing rapid innovation, but it fell short of delivering a technique for integrating
innovation into the organizational context, and as such provided a limited, structural
solution to BPM ambidexterity. On the other hand, [P08] proposed a method called
Tangible Business Process Modeling (TBPM), providing tangible, physical prototypes to be
used in the process modelling phase.

Furthermore, [P67, P70] claimed that, despite various process redesign techniques,
the actual design of radically new processes in BPM was still lacking. For that reason, the
researchers presented a “Business Process Design Space”, aiming to allow practitioners to
“explore, question and rethink” business processes in the process optimization phase, con-
sisting of six layers: (1) customer, (2) product/service, (3) business process, (4) organization,
(5) information and (6) technology.

Beyond the ideation phase, [P24, P46] and [P66] proposed to enrich BPM with agile
methods in order to build greater alignment with changing requirements through fast
feedback and short design cycles. An integration of concepts from A/B testing in the
context of DevOps seemed to provide opportunities in the process optimization phase.
In the process deployment phase, robotic process automation was expected to become
more important. An example of an agile process redesign technique was the “NESTT
approach” for rapid process redesign in less than 20 days [P65], focusing on starting by
describing the ambition for the future process. Additionally, [P46] talked about building
adaptable and easily iterated BPM systems. Alternatively, [P24] provided a counterfactual
recommendation for driving disruption through BPM by enumerating tactics not to follow:
(1) ‘Too slippery to be caught’ (i.e., sticking to your long-term improvement plan), (2) ‘Too
heavy to be moved’ (cast your processes in concrete), and (3) ‘Too cushioned to be hurt’
(slow down by shock absorbers). This view reinforced the need to increase agility in BPM.

Furthermore, improvisation was a recurring theme in the literature, sometimes re-
ferred to as “bricolage” [P18], which was defined as tinkering and recombining objects in
a given process in an entrepreneurial context in order to give them new purpose. [P18]
advocated the use of “bricolage” in the process modelling phase when the entrepreneur
does not have an established vision of the business opportunity, and had to develop the
process, with “anything that was at hand” in an unplanned manner, where outcomes were
unclear. This was closely linked to the theme of “improvisation” which was defined as
“accommodating available resources in the absence of a plan” [P53, p. 7]. Another recurrent
theme was the inclusion of open innovation techniques, as argued by [P54] and [P59].

Most recently, [P62, P67, P68] proposed a “triple diamond model” as a blueprint for
practitioners to integrate explorative, opportunity-driven processes in their BPM practice.
The objective of this model was to create new processes, offering a new value proposition,
through a set of divergent and convergent exploratory activities focusing on business and
technology exploration. The name “triple diamond” refers to the three focuses of divergent
and convergent thinking: (1) business, (2) technology and (3) integration. A teaching cur-
riculum is expected to be published about this model in 2021. The model provided a holistic
view on the integration of explorative processes, but did not deliver extensive guidance on
how to ideate on innovation opportunities, and as such is complementary to the approaches
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based on Design Thinking. Moreover, [P71] argued that the convergent-divergent thinking
approach was prone to biases. [P45] extended the convergence-divergence model to the
whole organization, proposing a “paradox process model” resembling a “learning spiral”
where organizations constantly moved between convergence (learning and refinement)
and divergence (outside of the equilibrium).

The next category of methods focused on prescriptive methods for delivering explo-
ration in BPM. [P30] proposed the Prioritization and Categorization Method (PCM) for
the implementation of exploratory BPM, consisting of two models: a process assessment
heatmap, and a process categorization map, which were used to support the decision-
making process, in a context-aware, explorative way. In another approach, [P21] advised
to incorporate customer perspective and customer orientation, as a strategic objective in
the process modelling phase.

Finally, some researchers proposed to repurpose existing BPM methodologies. In
particular, [P51] highlighted several practices in Quality Management practices which
promoted process exploration, through the generation of new knowledge and client cen-
tricity, such as affinity diagrams, quality function deployment techniques, or collaborative
sketching. It has to be nevertheless underlined that the core objectives of Quality Manage-
ment remained exploitative activities: quality assurance, control and improvement. On the
other hand, [P52] proposed integrating Business Process Reengineering practices with Total
Quality Management, as a method for delivering BPM ambidexterity. This approach had
the benefit of relying on two established frameworks, however the researchers admitted
in their study that it created an issue of “ambiguity”: communication and interpretation
challenges when working with the two frameworks.

4.4.2. Balancing Explorative and Exploitative BPM

Secondly, we focused on providing guidelines to practitioners on how to balance
explorative and exploitative BPM in an organization. This question was at the core of BPM
ambidexterity, given the definitions in Section 4.2.

In line with the OA literature (Section 2.1), the strategies to resolve the tension could be:

• Structural: with a focus on separating structurally the explorative processes, from
the exploitative ones. This provided an isolated environment to run explorative
processes, such as for example the A2BP method [P31]. Most researchers nevertheless
agreed, that structural approaches faced several limitations (siloes, lower integration
of innovation, cultural barriers etc.) [P20];

• Contextual: with a focus on integrating explorative and exploitative processes, as for
example in the “Triple Diamond Model” [P62, P67, P68].

In the Table 6, we summarize some of the technique available in the sample, mapped
to structural or contextual strategies:

Table 6. Examples of BPM methodologies and practices which can be associated with contextual or
structural ambidexterity.

Structural exploratory techniques
Design Thinking techniques [P24, P25, P31, P54],

Bricolage/Improvisation [P18, P53], Agile approaches
[P24, P46, P60, P64]

Contextual ambidexterity techniques “Triple diamond model” [P45, P62, P67, P68],
Prioritization and Categorization Method [P30]

Answering this question, researchers such as [P67, P68] emphasized the need to main-
tain context awareness, and depending on the context to deploy contextual or structural
strategies. [P19] proposed that the balance between explorative and exploitative activities
was established based on the following factors: product type, market volatility, market
focus and rate of process innovation on the one hand, and the organization’s chosen
competitive strategy on the other.
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Several researchers attempted to formalize this decision point by delivering formal
frameworks. For instance, [P03] proposed a practitioner framework called “Specify, Ana-
lyze, Monitor” (SAM) which helped practitioners decide which type of process improve-
ment approach to adopt, which corresponded to the concepts of incremental (e.g., TQM,
Six Sigma, process mapping) and radical (e.g., benchmarking, reengineering) process im-
provement. The SAM model was based on assessing the potential impacts and risks of
each approach. Similarly, [P67] devised a context-aware BPM method assessment and
selection method (CAMAS Method) for helping practitioners select the appropriate BPM
method, based on a given context. The researchers collected a database of 103 BPM-related
methods, and provided a decision model based on the five lifecycle stages of Rosemann &
vom Brocke (2015), the exploration or exploitation focus, and the contextual factors of vom
Brocke, Zelt, & Schmiedel (2016). It was confirmed that the BPM methods for exploration
still remained limited, and deserved more research attention. Finally, [P40] provided the
“Business Process IT Capability Framework” for helping practitioners decide whether to
invest into explorative or exploitative capabilities.

In itself, the balance between exploration and exploitation could also be dynamic,
and changing depending on the market forces. For instance, [P43] proposed a dynamic
approach to balancing ambidextrous tensions through capability-building processes (to
balance exploration and exploitation) and capability-shifting processes (to adapt this
balance to the changing requirements), admitting the adaptation balance was not yet
well researched.

In the context of the contextual ambidexterity, the development of ambidextrous
capabilities is of critical importance, which brings us to the next sub-question.

4.4.3. Organizational Capabilities to Facilitate BPM Ambidexterity

The final practical sub-question related to the required organizational changes (i.e.,
structure, culture) to facilitate BPM ambidexterity, which is linked to the capability stream
of research in BPM ambidexterity.

In our research sample, we identified the following two themes:

• Culture and leadership: at the core BPM ambidexterity is instilling a culture of creativ-
ity, flexibility, experimentation and risk taking [P13, P15]. Our sample revealed five
guidelines on how to achieve this: (1) involvement and a joint understanding (com-
mon language) of employees in order to support enablement [P39], (2) management
focusing on facilitating communications and openness in knowledge management
to grow the organization’s social capital [P55], (3) creating a learning culture and
“learning to learn” [P42], (4) adopting an “ambivalent leadership style” integrating
and alternating the contractual setting with the visionary and “unconventional” ones
[P44], and (5) relying less on performance metrics, which according to [P8} support
incremental innovation, rather than radical one. Interestingly [P11] claimed that West-
ern cultures might have greater difficulty adopting contextual ambidexterity than
Eastern cultures, as the Western approach is built on “polarized either-or thinking”,
and a lower tolerance of contradictions and paradoxes.

• Role of technology: [P10, P12] and [P32] hypothesized that various IT-related and
BPM-related managerial capabilities, as well as their learning behavior will support the
growth of BPM ambidexterity in an organization. The role of IT as an enabler of BPM
ambidexterity (i.e., in the context of team processes) was reinforced in [P23] through
the simultaneous support of process standardization and process agility. [P27] and
[P37] also added the big data dimension, as an enabler of BPM ambidexterity, through
the use of data to improve internal process, as well as increase client orientation and
adaptation to market changes. Similarly, [P34] highlighted the role of mobile technol-
ogy, in support of BPM ambidexterity. On the other hand, digital transformation (i.e.,
in particular assets digitalization, digitally based process integration; and disruptive
decision-making through analytics) may resolve the exploration–exploitation tension
in the context of BPM [P38], by nurturing innovative, exploratory thinking.
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In our literature sample, we also identified a relevant discussion on whether instill-
ing BPM culture supports ambidexterity. [P15] argued that adopting BPM might instill
a culture of exploitation, and management needed to plan activities to counteract the
exploitation bias. Similarly, [P29] provided an analytical model arguing that BPM was
less recommended for organizations pursuing radical innovation. On the other hand,
this was in contradiction with other researchers, with [P20] stressing that incremental
process improvements reinforced radical process innovation, which was in line with the
view of paradox thinking, and exploitation reinforcing exploration, through organizational
capability growth [P13].

Finally, [P41] stressed that there was no one-size-fits-all approach, and the approach
had to be customized depending on the context (competitive environment).

5. Discussion

The SLR analysis has provided essential insights into the topic of BPM ambidexterity.
We first discuss the BPM ambidexterity findings, before highlighting the limitations of the
study and proposing a related research agenda with concrete calls and future avenues.

5.1. On the Importance of BPM Ambidexterity

Although innovation has been closely linked to BPM since the origins of this discipline
[P67], various methods such as “redesign”, “reengineering”, and “improvement” have
been used interchangeably [P65]. Moreover, the BPM discipline seems to have become
overtly focused on exploitation and optimization in the recent years, rather than disruptive
innovation [P69]. Currently, digital innovation and transformation can actually “obliterate”
whole processes, putting fundamentally into question the need to optimize them [P66].

In this context, and following the call for research on ambidextrous BPM by Rose-
mann [P13] in 2014, various researchers have started addressing this topic broadly within
two streams: (1) in the context of BPM methods and techniques, inquiring how to grow
explorative processes, and how to resolve the resulting tension between exploration and
exploitation, and (2) within the broader organizational capability, where BPM capabilities
support the organization to become ambidextrous.

5.2. Managerial Guidelines

The literature sample has provided us with a substantial set of guidelines on how to
implement BPM ambidexterity in an organization, covering the development of exploratory
BPM practices, strategies of balancing them with existing exploitative ones, as well as
developing organizational capabilities which would enable this transformation.

Based on the analysis and consolidation of existing guidelines, we have proposed
decision steps in Figure 11, which cover the necessary decision points in the implementation
of BPM ambidexterity, starting with: (1) deciding whether to adopt exploratory practices
based on contextual and strategic factors [P19], (2) choosing the appropriate balancing
strategy for exploratory and exploitative activities [P03, P67], followed by (3) implementing
the most appropriate BPM technique(s). These high-level decision points are intended for
decision-makers, when considering or planning to implement BPM practices supporting
higher levels of innovation and disruption, while maintaining the organization’s focus on op-
erational excellence. The steps also represent the three levels of managerial decision making,
respectively strategic (i.e., decision to pursue radical innovation), tactical (i.e., organizational
design for the strategy), and finally operational (i.e., appropriate BPM techniques).

The novel BPM techniques are based on either: (1) integration of other ideation and
innovation frameworks such as Design Thinking, Agile, Lean or Open Innovation or
the concept of convergent-divergent thinking, (2) re-implementation in an ambidextrous
setting of existing techniques, such as Business Process Reengineering, or elements of
Quality Management, or (3) prescriptive questionnaire and models based on best practices.
The outward-looking, disruptive innovation is expected to take place in the modelling and
optimizing steps in the process lifecycle, but it may fail without addressing the broader
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changes in organizations’ capabilities, including the culture and structure. A consensus
in the research exists that the culture and leadership style need to be built on openness,
enablement of staff and promotion of experimentation and learning [P11, P15].
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The concept of paradox and mutual reinforcement of contradictory processes has
been pervasive in BPM ambidexterity [P45]. The paradox of exploration and exploitation
as being self-reinforcing has been visible on the organizational level, through contex-
tual ambidexterity, but also on the level of individual techniques, as for instance in the
convergent-divergent thinking in the Triple-Diamond model.

5.3. Research Agenda

While OA has a longer tradition, the topic of BPM ambidexterity is still relatively new
for which our study has uncovered some main research gaps:

• In our study, we proposed to outline decision steps for deciding on BPM ambidexterity
implementation (Figure 11). Nevertheless, there are significant research gaps on: (1)
the contingency factors for pursuing structural or contextual ambidexterity; and (2)
guidance on integrating exploitative and exploratory BPM activities in a contextual
setting. These two research avenues will be critical in providing practitioners with the
appropriate toolset for implementing BPM ambidexterity in a given organization.

• Looking through the structural lens, there are only few frameworks for exploratory
BPM, and there is little evidence for their effectiveness. Consequently, further elabora-
tion on this topic will bring significant benefits for practitioners. A promising avenue
for future research is the further integration of concepts from digital innovation with
BPM [P66].

• Another major research gap relates to the cultural and structural settings of BPM
ambidexterity. As argued by [27], the organizational context plays a critical role in suc-
cessful BPM implementations. The findings in the literature are not only incomplete,
but also to some extent contradictory: the researchers cannot agree if and how BPM
can support an exploration culture [P13, P15]. Additionally, from practitioners’ point
of view guidance for instilling an appropriate BPM culture will be of significant value.
Furthermore, the underlying mechanisms of the paradox perspective on OA [P45]
will have to be further investigated to confirm if and how exploitative and explorative
processes reinforce each other.

• In the context of digitization, the growth of digital platforms is seen as a critical enabler,
and the topic of inter-organizational BPM ambidexterity [P17] will provide promising
avenues for future research.

• Finally, the intersection of BPM ambidexterity and sustainability has not been previ-
ously explored in academia, and provides interesting avenues of research, within the
trends of digital transformation and the green transition. Nonetheless, operational
excellence is key.

5.4. Limitations of the Study

The main limitations of the study are two-fold, and are typical for SLR settings. First,
due to the SLR protocol, we might have missed some papers, which would provide relevant
context to this article, but which have not met the strict requirements of the search strategy
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in the SLR (i.e., in particular regarding the search terms and academic databases selected).
To address this limitation, we deliberately targeted a combination of terms across multiple
databases. The second limitations relates to timing. As the topic is still relatively new and
dynamic, articles may have appeared after the cut-off date of the SLR. Nevertheless, despite
those limitations, we believe that this overview paper will provide a valuable contribution
to the future research on BPM ambidexterity.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have provided an in-depth study of the nascent topic of BPM am-
bidexterity through a Systematic Literature Review. Based on a literature sample of 71
papers, we have provided a dual conceptualization of the topic: as an organizational
capability supported by BPM, and as a state of equilibrium balance between explorative
and exploitative processes. We also used the capability framework of [27] to deconstruct
the BPM capabilities from the standpoint of Organizational Ambidexterity. Our main
practical contribution of the paper is the consolidation of hitherto research on BPM am-
bidexterity in the context of implementation guidelines for practitioners in three decision
steps. Similarly, we identified several research gaps, addressing both the decision crite-
ria for the exploitation–exploration tension, as well as the overall capability growth of
the organization.

In sum, this paper is addressing the call by [13] for a systematic definition of domains,
in which OA should be studied. Business processes provide a key dimension for the
conceptualization and enablement of OA, and in turn OA delivers a conceptual model for
the evolution of BPM. Answering to the question from the title of the paper: is BPM ready
for ambidexterity? We have provided a consolidated conceptualization of this challenge,
and the main avenues for future research, in order to let this domain advance further.
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